Spectroscopic Detections of Viral Infections and Their Cure with the Found Frequencies
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Editorial

In the ongoing pandemic, it is important to know that sick cellular culture can influence healthy cellular culture from a distance and make the healthy culture sick. The Russian scientist A.G. Gurvich first observed and described this phenomenon in 1923 - healthy cellular culture was dying when placed at a distance from a dying infected by virus cellular culture when both cultures were in quartz vessels. Gurvich found that there was weak electromagnetic photon-transfer in the UV-diapason between the dying and healthy cellular cultures. He called the transferred energy “biofield” and according to him it was specific for all living systems. It was super-weak electromagnetic field and he called it “spontaneous light emission” [1].

In 1931, Raevski reported that he recorded with Geiger-Muller counter that dying cells were emitting in the UV-diapason. He also found that working muscles were emitting 1,000 UV-quants, while onion roots were emitting 100 to 200 UV-quants [1]. In 1951, Steller reported that green leaves also emit in the UV-diapason [1]. In 1961, Russian scientists found that the liver and the muscles of live mice emit in the visible diapason, while carcinogenic agents emit in the IR-diapason. In 1964, the Russian scientist Acad. V Kaznacheev claimed that this weak biofield has informational character and he calculated that 1 UV-quant carries 50 bits of information [1].

In 1965, Acad. V Kaznacheev, proclaimed that this is info-regulating electromagnetic field, which integrates the cells and harmonizes their functioning, but according to him it is a product
of chemical transformations in the cells (which is not right) [1]. (16 years later, Kaznacheev continued to claim this in his book: “The Super-weak Emission in Intercellular Interaction” published in 1981). In 1973, Academic V. Kaznacheev announced that after many years of work (with 10,000 different experiments) he confirmed the results of Gurvich of 1923. He found that infected by virus sick cellular culture can influence from a distance a healthy cellular culture and can make it sick (of the same virus or plaque) [1].

The emission of the sick culture was in the UV-diapason for some agents, but was in the IR for cancerous tissue. Is this emission, which Gurvich called “weak biofield” and Acad. Kaznacheev called “informational field”, the weak Electromagnetic Field (EMF) seen as aura around our body? (“aura” means “light” in Hebrew). I studied the aura for almost 40 years. I started with photographing the aura in high frequency electric field, which multiplies the photons of the weak field of the aura and makes its photographing possible - it is called Kirlian photography.

I found that the aura is brighter when we experience positive emotions and dimmer when we experience negative emotions. Since when we experience positive emotions, we say we are in high Spirit and when we experience negative motions, we say we are in low spirit, I concluded that the aura must be our spirit [2]. Then I found that people with different spiritual level have different shapes of aura. This means that if you can see the shape of the aura, you will know the spiritual level of the individual - this was another confirmation that the aura is our spirit [3]. A third confirmation of my conclusion that the aura we see is our spirit, came from the ancient Jewish Cabala for High Priest, which was teaching that the aura is our spirit [2].

To be able to measure this weak informational field, I had to develop super-sensitive equipment [4] because the field was 1,000 times weaker than the field created by the biocurrents of the material body. I found through measurement that emotions (and even way of thinking) play essential role for our health and wellbeing [5]. I also found that the aura’s EMF is nonlinear, i.e. it is NEMF. Going back to the detrimental influence of sick culture on healthy culture, it is quite obvious that the virus of cellular culture 1 had modified the nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF1) of culture 1. After a while the NEMF2 of the healthy culture 2 was adopting the modified nonlinear electromagnetic field of the sick culture NEMF1 and becoming sick.

In nonlinear physics, this is called entrainment - the virus-infected sick cellular culture 1 with NEMF1 has entrained the healthy cellular culture 2 with NEMF2. As a result of this entrainment the healthy culture 2 with NEMF2 adopted the distorted by the virus frequencies of the NEMF1 of the sick culture 1, which made the healthy culture sick. However, obviously Acad. Kaznacheev was not familiar with nonlinear physics. Since only nonlinear fields can entrain, the fact that such distant influence between two cellular cultures exists is a direct proof that both cellular cultures have nonlinear electromagnetic fields, i.e. they are NEMFs.
Gurvich was right that the field involved in distant communication between two cellular cultures is weak and Acad. Kaznacheev was right that the distant communication is informational in character. However, they both were not familiar with nonlinear physics and as a result of this they were not aware that the weak informational fields are nonlinear (NEMFs) and the distant interaction of two nonlinear fields (NEMFs) is called entrainment. The Nonlinear Electromagnetic Field (NEMF), with which the cells communicate, plays essential role in the growth and aging of all living beings and it is very weak or missing in cancerous tissues.

It is a pity that our science refused to study the biofield - the weak informational NEMF of the aura (spirit), which rules and regulates everything in the body - because this NEMF plays central role in our health and wellbeing. If we would study the aura (Spirit), we would know that the viruses first manifest in the aura, as Russian studies of the aura showed [6]. After studding the aura, we would know the frequencies, with which each virus manifest in the aura (Spirit). Then we would know that: 1/ we could diagnose a virus by measuring spectroscopically the frequency changes in the aura, which the virus caused and 2/ by using these frequencies we could kill the virus.

Then we would have a powerful, cheap and effective tool to counteract the Pandemic. Maybe, the Pandemic is here to teach us that we are not only material body, we are symbiosis of material body and emotional Spirit seen as aura [7]. Symbiosis is coexistence of two entities, from which both entities benefit. Our Spirit benefits from having material body because through the material body the Spirit can experience the taste of food and enjoy sex. Our material body benefits from having the emotional Spirit, which makes us emotional and creative and which by allowing fast response and fast and flexible adaptation to any environment increases many times our chances for survival.

However, the presence of the Spirit (which is weak informational NEMF) in our body make us very sensitive to external informational fields, such as the microwave informational fields, which we use in our cellular phones, TV and internet. Russian studies found that viruses manifest themselves in our aura (Spirit) with frequencies 1-2 GHz (wavelength in the mm diapason) and our 5G fast internet has frequencies 1-2 GHz (wavelength in the mm diapason) [6]. We are entering a dangerous zone! If we survive the 5G fast internet, the next technical achievement - the 6G fast internet - will change our DNA according to the studies of Dr. Kanchen, who found that microwaves with frequency 11 GHz change the DNA [6].

In conclusion, I want to say that diagnosis of any virus by the specific frequency changes, which this virus causes in our NEMF, is possible and need to be embraced as diagnostic tool as soon as possible because we are under the gun of the Pandemic. These frequencies (specific for each virus) when applied to our NEMF will kill the specific virus. This is the new vibrational medicine and under the gun of the Pandemic we are forced to embrace it because this is the only way to deal with the fast mutating viruses. The only thing we need to do is to
find the frequencies, with which the mutated virus manifest itself in our NEMF and by applying these frequencies to our NEMF kill the new mutated virus.
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